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D a n c e Marathon: D a n c i n g a w a y disease
Duncan MacLean
C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r

Since the year 2000, Dance
Marathon has marked the com
ing of spring at Hope College
with 24 hours of caffeine sus
tained activity. With everything
from bounce houses to karaoke,
dance marathon does it all for
the kids. This Friday and Satur
day the event returns with high
hopes to raise more money than
ever before.
The event functions first
and foremost as a fundraiser to
raise money for the fight against
childhood cancer. Partnered
with The Childrens Miracle
Network, Dance Marathon rais
es money specifically for The
Helen DeVos Children’s Hospi
tal,located in the heart of Grand
Rapids. The Childrens Miracle
Network is a network of hospi
tals spread across North Amer
ica, that through the power of
private donations and fundrais
ers, treats 17 million children
per year, regardless of affliction
or ability to pay for procedures.
At the original Hope College
Dance Marathon, Hope was ex

pected to raise a mere $4,800
due to the relatively small size
ofthe college compared to other
programs around the country.
That year, Hope began an amaz
ing tradition of going above
and beyond expectations at this
event, raising $23,000. Over its
fifteen year run at Hope, Dance
Marathon has continued this
trend. Last year the event raised
a record setting $165,057.08 for
Helen DeVos Childrens Hospi
tal to bring Hopes total to over
$1.3 million.
These astronomical amounts
routinely raised by Hope can
be attributed to the hearts and
efforts of a huge array of per
sonalities around campus. 800
students were involved in the
planning, preparation, and ex
ecution of last year’s Marathon.
From administration to dancing
all night, there are seemingly
endless ways for students to get
involved and further this great
cause.
The week leading up to Mar
athon every year is jam packed
with ways to donate even ifyou
cannot make the event. Blitz
week kicked offon M ^ t-day w?%i
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o l i o IA I I M b U o U l s U E o b — The 2 0 1 4 D a n c e Marathon d r e a m t e a m holds up the total a m o u n t
raised from last year’s event. A n e w t e a m will lead this year in an attempt to go even bigger.
Buffalo Wild Wings sponsoring
a coupon day. Anyone who came
in with a downloadable coupon
would get a portion oftheirwing
money donated to Dance Mara
thon 2015. Orange Leaf took the
mantle on Tuesday with their
own money raising promotion.
Today is about hype. Tonight
in Maas auditorium at 7 p.m. is
the Dance Marathon R^lly. They

will be announcing the theme of
the event and teaching a portion
of the customary Dance Mara
thon line dance. Itwill also be a
chance to meet members of the
miracle families representing
the children and their support
groups who will be benefiting
from the fundraiser. Blitz week
finishes offon campus Thursday
night with a pasta dinner in the

Kletz. $7 will buy you unlim
ited pasta for the duration of
the event and more importantly
help save the lives of a sick chil
dren.
This year’s Marathon prom
ises to continue Hope’s rich
fundraising history. The event
will feature volunteers from
see
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Faculty shine in duet performance

A flautist and pianist combine for a wonderful duet in Nykerk Hall, showing technical and high performance standards
Alek Molenaar
C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r

This past Saturday, Hope
College was pleased to have a
faculty performance in Nykerk
Hall. Gabe Southard, an as
sistant professor at Hope, per
formed four pieces with a piano
accompaniment by Sarah Bast.
The two kicked off the evening
with Eric Ewazen’s Sonata No.
2. The song was labelled “alle
gro appassionato” which trans
lates into “fast, with passion”
as the song sounded dramatic
with some darker undertones
for a flute and piano combina
tion. Southard and Bast contin
ued on with a unique piece, “Al
lusions” by Dana Wilson.
Wilson was Hope College's
guest composer who visited
for students and staff to ask
questions about his career and
his work as a jazz pianist and
composer. A note from Wilson
was included in the piece, “An
Allusion is a figure of speech
that makes reference to, or rep
resentations of, myths, works of
art, people, places or the like.

W
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PERFORMER AND CONDUCTOR-* Southard is not only a
performer but conducts Hope College’s Wind Ensemble.
Each of these movements al
ludes to something not clearly
stated - perhaps sometimes
obvious, sometimes arcane."
Southard said, “This is Wilson’s
first piece created for a flute
and piano duet.” “Allusions”was
split into two parts. The first
was jumpy and many sections
of the piece involved ascending
and descending series of notes.
The second part was calmer
than the first but still kept the

mysterious feel that the first
began with. There was a short
intermission for the audience
to sit back and reflect on what
they had heard. The second half
of the performance began with
Ian Clarke’s “Deep Blue.” Clarke
noted in the program that
“Deep Blue” is partly inspired
by the ocean and whale song.”
The piece felt homely and drew
from a nautical perspective that
truly did remind the attendees

of the open sea.
Finally, Southard and Bast
performed another two-part
piece, “Sonata for Flute and
Piano, Op. 23” by Lowell Liebermann. This final piece blew
the crowd away with very tech
nical sequences on both parts.
Southard praised Bast for her
wonderful
accompaniment.
Both took a few bows and the
performance was at an end.
Southard and Bast have very
impressive academic and musi
cal careers that clearly shown
this past Saturday.
Southard conducts the Wind
Ensemble and Concert band
as well as teaches flute. He
achieved his doctorate in musi
cal arts at Michigan State Uni
versity. He also served as a con
ductor and flute teacher while
at the University of MichiganFlint. His wife Sarah Southard
also teaches at Hope College as
an oboe instructor.
Sarah Bast achieved her
Master’s degree in Piano Per
formance from the University
see
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U p c o m i n g M u s i c Departm e n t Performances
Thursday, Mar. 5 - Perfor
m a n c e classes @ Wichers,
S n o w , D i m n e n t @ 11 a.m.
Friday, Mar. 6 - B r o w n
B a g Concert Series @
Holland A r e a Arts C o u n 
cil @ n o o n
ay. Mar. 7 - T w o
Recitals @ W ich-

Tuesday, Mar. 10 - O r 
chestra Pre-Tour Concert
@ D i m n e n t @ 7:30 p.m.
Mar. 11 Student
@ Wichers®
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Reviews Galore

Running Wild

Women’s B-ballAdvances

A s y m p h o n y and two movie re
views stack up this week.

Get into the running spirit with these tips and tricks
to get from the couch to the race track.

Despite loss to Calvin in the final of the M I A A tour
ney, w o m e n ’s basketball advances to the big dance.
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Wednesday
March 4
Stammtisch G e r m a n Conver
sation Group
G e r m a n conversation over drinks.
4:30 p.m. at N e w Holland Brewery

Thursday
March 5
“Alternate Narrative: Chicago
and the Future of Classical
Humanist Urbanism”
A presentation by professor Philip
Bess of University of Notre D a m e .
Report to S c h a a p Science Center
1 0 1 9 at 4 p.m.

Friday
March 6
Gentile Interdisciplinary
Lecture
Dr. Cherry A. Murray of Harvard Uni
versity discusses U.S. energy policy.
T h e presentation will begin at 3 p.m.
at Winants Auditorium.

In B rief

JACK RIDL VISITING WRITERS
SERIES
Hope College will be featur
ing two award winning authors
this week. E.J. Levy and Joe
Wilkins will be reading selec
tions of their work and answer
ing questions on Thursday.
Levy won the 2012 Flannery
O ’Connor award, a 2013 ForeWord Book of the year award
and a 2013 Best Indie Book of
the Year from Kirkus for his de
but short story collection “Love,
In Theory”.Levy teaches on the
M F A program at Colorado State
University. Joe Wilkins recently
received the 2014 G L C A New
Writers Award in Non Fiction
for his memoir “The Mountain
and the Fathers: Growing Up on
the Big Dry”.He now teaches at
Linfield College in Western Or
egon. Both will be reading their
works at 7 p.m. in Winants Au
ditorium, and answering ques
tions at 3:30 p.m. in Fried-Hemenway auditorium Mar. 5th.

BROWN BAG CONCERT
SERIES
Since2008 Hope Collegepiano
professor Dr. Andrew Le has been
directingthe Hope College brown
bag Concert Series. His mission
is to bring classical music to the
Hope-Holland community in an
accessible and relaxed manor.
The.dress,code requiresjeans and
/iiia 'Casual.attitude: Pack a brown
/mbag Tuticji and come enjoy some
bn classical/ music starting again
jf.rlthjsiwqek' at noOn on Mar. 6 at
the Holland Area Arts Council,
located west of Colombia Avenue
at 150 Eighth St.

DANCE 41
The longstanding showcase
of Hope
College’s dance
department’s talent preforms its
41st run this weekend. There are
three remaining performances
before this completely unique
show
disappears
forever.
Thursday, Mar. 5 through
Saturday, Mar. 7 at 7:30 p.m
at the Knickerbocker theatre
come see 62 student dancers
perform work choreographed by
their professors. The showcase
features many diverse ideas and
styles over the course of seven

Phelps Scholars t e a m up with Robinson
Shari Robinson- Lynk presents “Cultural Humility & Service” to Phelps Scholars
visible, salient and non-salient ing in a new community is also
social layers that create social very important. Avoiding offen
identifiers in humans. Visible sive non-verbal cues is crucial
and invisible social identifiers and can avoid awkward offens
are what we can see initiallyand es. Robinson-Lynk also pointed
what we cannot see without in out that humans often group
teracting with a person. Salient people who come from different
identifiers are taking ideals or backgrounds together. When
beliefs forward into the world entering a new community
without big changes being made we need to avoid using phras
to them. Non-salient identifiers es such as “you all” or “those
however do change over time, people". Robinson-Lynk made
CULTURALLY
SOUND, they are stillimportant to us but a statement that we as students
CULTURALLY O P E N - Shari they do change. There are 10 need to study and learn about
major social marks that human new cultures that we encounter
Robinson-Lynk broke d o w n
ity identifies with. They include but also teach and gift our own
cultural m e t h o d s to approach
the following: ability status, age, cultural norms. “Exiting a com
entering, engaging and exit
education, gender, language or munity starts with a plan before
ing n e w and culturally unique
dialect, race, religion, socio you even arrive,” Robinsoncommunities.
economic status, sex and sexual Lynk said. There should be an
Alek Molenaar
orientation. There are upwards equal amount of what you take
C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r
of thirty of these markers but with you after leaving with what
Phelps Scholars dug into the these 10 are of the most impor impact you leave on that com
topic of “Cultural Humility and tance to humanity and what we munity. Robinson-Lynk pointed
Service’! Shari Robinson-Lynk believe in. Robinson-Lynk then out that we need to think about
was the guest lecturer and got started on entering different how we will be remembered.
everyone involved in the presen communities and how to be pre Unlearning previously known
tation. Robinson-Lynk was very pared for them. “People carry reputations is a key in keeping
vocal about everyone needing to assumptions in their backpacks; an open mind when leaving said
interact with each other about they will play-out.” Robinson- community.
Social justice was another
the topics that were going to be Lynk warned the attendees
covered. Robinson-Lynk wanted about micro-aggressions, essen topic Robinson-Lynk ran by
everyone to understand how to tially what might seem normal the audience. Social justice
prepare themselves going into, in one culture may be offensive values diversity in communi
ties. It challenges inequity and
being in, and exiting different in another.
Robinson-Lynk then moved promotes equitable access to
communities. Robinson-Lynk
had spoken at many universities onto cultural assimilation ver resources that humans need.
across the country and began to sus acculturation. Acculturation Robinson-Lynk went over the
is living amongst a culture un differences between equalask us “W h o are you?"
Robinson-Lynk began by like one’s own and sticking to ^ty^a word used often in today’s
discussing the layers of what one’s own selfand beliefs, while politics and equity. Both words
humans are made of in the so assimilation is the blending of sound similar but are very dif
cial sense. There are visible, in cultures a “melting pot” Engag ferent in meaning. Equality is

♦ MARATHON, f r o m p a g e 1
over 30 student organiza
tions.
Greek organizations tradi
tionally participate in force, us
ing their numbers to raise a large
chunk of the total money. Sports
teams and clubs get in on the ac
tion as well. The women’s swim
and volleyball teams will be re
turning to participate in the big
dance. Swim team captain Lau
ren Girard (’15) attended the
event her freshmen year and
“saw what an amazing organi
zation it was” said Girard, “W e
decided we wanted to be more
involved”.
From Friday at 7 p.m. to Sat
urday at 7 p.m. the D o w cen
ter on the corner of 13th street
and Colombia Avenue will be
rocking and rolling with sleep
deprived college students. The
public is encouraged to stop by
and witness the enthusiasm and
dedication of Hope students
helping others. Events to expect
during the grueling 24 hours
include line dancing, inflatable
obstacle courses, singing, tal
ent competitions and the always
popular “So You Think You Can
Dance” competition put on by
the dance department. Dream
team Nathan Rommel (’16) and
former athletic director Eva
Dean took the gold medal last
year, with current co-athletic
director Tim Schoonveld par
ticipating this year, it promises
to be another classic. "Expect
magic” Rommel, who is choreo
graphing this year’s competi
tion, said, “All three teams will

give it their all in order to raise
money for not only a wonderful
cause but a deeply rooted Hope
College tradition."
With so much opportunity to
get involved it is not a surprise
how successful Dance Marathon
has been at Hope over the years.
The compassion on this campus
is second to none and it shows
every year at this event. If you
haven’t registered |here is still
time. During blitz!‘
week regis
tration increases in price to $50,
a small price to pay for such a
good cause. Head to hope.edu/
dancemarathon to get informa
tion on signing up as a dancer or
moraler. Ifdancing for 24 hours
does not sound appealing but
you stillwish to contribute there
is also information on how to
donate independently to Hope’s
total. Remember, it’s for the kids!

of Michigan and has won
many awards including the
2001 M T N A Collegiate Piano
Competition in Minnesota.
Again, both of these performers
were exceptional and represent
ed Hope College well for their
faculty recital._____________

W a n t to write for C a m 
pus? W e are o p e n for
writers o f a n y level.
Email duncan.maclean
or aleksandrs.molenaar
@ hope. e d u with a n y
stories or experiences.

P e o p l e carry as
s u m p t i o n s in their
ba c k p a c k s ; they
will play-out.

— Shari RobinsonLynk
A djunct Lecturer
______________ 5 9
keeping everything the same and
on one standardization while
equity is what is fair. RobinsonLynk presented a graphic to in
terpret these terms with three
individuals trying to look over
a fence. One was tall enough,
one shorter and one even short
er. Equality “gave” them three
stools of equal size. Two ofthem
were able to see over while the
shortest individual couldn't. Eq
uity gave no stool to the tallest
one who could still see, but two
stools compensating the shorter
individuals for their size.
Robinson-Lynk ended the
presentation with 10 points of
“The Road to Cultural Humil
ity": tolerance, appreciation,
colorblindness, multiculturalism, cultural sensitivity, cultural
awareness, and cultural under
standing/competence. Phelps
Scholars got a very good look
at what “Cultural Humility" is
and how to prepare oneself for
setting foot in new and unique
communities across the globe.
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H u m a n side of King Arthur: Alexis Tsipras
Idil Ozer
G

uest

W

riter

There is a great British tale
called Excalibur, referring to the
legendary sword, which is asso
ciated with rightful sovereignty.
It is believed that the sword is
stuck on a rock, only to be re
moved by the rightful king, King
Arthur.
Now, applying this story to
Greece’s new elections, it seems
as newly elected Prime Minister
Alexis Tsipras represents King
Arthur and the sword stands
for solutions to the problems
Greece has been battling with
ever since the economic depres
sion started in the country. As
the leader ofthe Greek Coalition
of the Radical Left, Tsipras is
now the center of attention not
only in Europe, but in the world.
Like many other leaders who
know they will be taking over a
huge debt, Syriza Party’s presi
dent has focused on solving the
economic crisis as well as the
strict austerity measures. Only
this time, this 40- year- old man
owned up to his word, unlike
many politicians have.
Ever since he has been in of
fice, the Greek Prime Minister
has been stirring the pot only for
the better and his recent deci
sion on ruling out the third bail
out is solid proof of that. As the

leader who jumped the approval
ratings from 36% to 46.6% in a
month, I am almost sure that
we will see him around for more
than one term, therefore it is
crucial that we know who this
Europe’s new, shiny, brilliant
“boy” is to estimate in what di
rection Greece might be going.
The signs of Alexis Tsipras
becoming a successful leader
were all there even when he was
in high school. As a supporter
of radical left, he excelled with
becoming one of the leading
faces of opposition against edu
cational reforms at the time and
proved his commitment to the
ideology by joining Communist
Youth of Greece.
However, he left the group
during college for Youth of the
Coalition of the Left where he
was recommended as a candi
date for the mayor position in
2006. Two years later, he was
elected as the president of the
party, which was not all that dif
ficult, considering how he man
ages his personal relations with
other government officials.
Unlike many of his Mediter
ranean colleagues, he is claimed
to be a very calm, very cold
blooded leader, besides the
times he is interacting with fel
low citizens with a great smile
and genuine care. Considering
how he can be in control of how

he comes off, Tsipras is a man
who likes control, including the
media organs in Greece, which
might look a littlecontroversial.
This stone- cold face to Greek
administration, like every other
successful leader, is supported
by a family. Even though he is
not married, it is reported that
he has two sons from his teen
age love that he is still happily
together with. Betty Batziana,
an electrical engineer, and Alex
is Tsipras have attended to Na
tional Polytechnic University of
Athens and joined Communist
Youth of Greece, therefore it is
not very surprising that one of
his sons is named after Ernesto
Che Guevara.
As a fiscally responsible per
son, ithas been reported that the
Greek Prime Minster still has a
weakness for soccer and motor
cycles. In his spare time, the me
dia was able to capture him on
his B M W motorcycle, however
nowadays he seems to choose
four wheels for security rea
sons. A member of a family that
roots back to Turkey, the Greek
Prime Minister was born on Jul.
28, 1974, just a few days after
the fall of Greek military junta.
Growing up in an environment
that is familiar with immigra-:
tion culture and achy times of
a nation must have contributed
to his down to earth personality.
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D ONE WITH THIS— Greek Prime Minister and Syriza leader
Alexis Tsipras gives a speech in Athens. The n e w government
led by him has no Intention of trying to get another bailout
from international creditors w h o are working on a deal.
Unlike many leaders, Tsipras has
only attended public schools.
Even though I compare him
to King Arthur, he is not quite
“royal” and that is what is great
about him. Considering this
story of faith and perseverance

that paid in great success in such
short time, I am sure many of
our silver- spoon government
officials could learn from new
Greek Prime Minister, Alexis
Tsipras.
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W h a t is the the future of drones in warfare?
S h u b h a m Sapkota
W

orld

C o -E d i t o r

Ithas been several years since
drones have come into atten
tion of almost everyone who is
interested in politics. Drones
have been used as a weapon
for strategic as well as military
advantage and have definitely
given one side a comparative
advantage over the other. H o w 
ever, these are weapons that are
surrounded with controversy.
While they are great wartime
weapons, they are also still ro
bots and we should not forget
that.
Drones are a topic that often
just pops up ifyou are talking to
someone who ismajoring in po
litical science and international
studies. I have often been asked
“So, what do you think about
drones?” and I always have had
conflicting thoughts regarding
them. Yes, they are possibly the
best type of weapon a coun
try can have. They can be con
trolled from hundreds of miles
away and can take down targets
very easily. Furthermore, drones
minimize the involvement of
troops on the ground immense
ly. This reduces casualties for
the home side while ensuring
that the operation in hand is still
completed.
However, like I mentioned
earlier, drones are not capable
of making a decision that con
sists of human intelligence.

DRO N E S A R E HERE TO STAY- A picture of an u n m a n n e d U.S. Predator drone flying over
K a n d a h a r Air Field in southern Afghanistan. Even though drones are highly used a n d efficient
in this region and has stirred controversy on the use of drones in lands of allies.
Drones are not going to be able
to make a split impulsive or in
stinctual decision when faced
with a danger like humans do.
The survival drive that we hu
mans have is crucial in areas of
combat so that no mistakes are
made. Moreover, drones have

increased the number of civilian
deaths tremendously. Not being
able to just make a single strike
on one target, dronfcs are prone
to wipe out an entire house or
block with no regard for civil
ians. W e all are familiar with
this; we hear about how U.S.

drones’mishaps took the lives of
dozens of civilians in places like
Afghanistan and Yemen. Due to
this, the local governments in
these countries have asked the
U.S. to minimize their drone at
tacks. This has led to strain in re
lationship between the U.S. and

their regional allies.
Yes, drones are a problem
as well as a great weapon. M y
stand on this is that we start
regulating the production as
well as use of drones. Just like
nuclear weapons, every country
in the world and even extremist
groups will be able to get their
hands on this technology soon
enough. An organization such
as International Atomic Energy
Agency, that monitors nuclear
weapons, should be created for
drones. Drones are about to be
the weapon of the future and at
this point anyone can create it,
even companies like Google.
Use of drones can certainly
make us nervous. I have seen
drones being flown around
even in Holland. Thinking that
a gun might be attached to it is
a scary scenario. Recently, the
French police arrested journal
ists who were flying drones in
the city as it’s illegal in Paris.
Even though they did not really
mean anything, drones can cre
ate mass hysteria easily. The Se
cret Service has also stated that
they are going to start hovering
drones over Washington, D C af
ter an unarmed drone landed on
White House property. They are
stealthy and have the character
istic of aerodynamics that most
weapons do not have. Govern
ments all over the world, as well
as companies should be much
more prudent on how they use
it.
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C r o w d f u n d e d a r m y T h o u s a n d s m a r c h in M o s c o w
Assyrian
Christians ban
together to save
their homeland
from ISIS
Nick T. Krolikowski
G
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W
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The war continues to rage in
the Middle East with ISIL con
tinuing to expand their territory
and continuing to terrorize the
people near by it. In the recent
months, ISIL has been able to
conquer much of the area be
longing to Assyrians in West
ern Iraq, which is the result of
a faltering Iraqi military. Due to
Assyrians’ primarily Christian
religious base, many have been
enslaved by ISIL. Also many of
the artifacts that were in muse
ums in the area have been either
destroyed or sold on the black
market.
In response to this decima
tion of their cultural heritage
those Assyrians that have been
able to flee have decided to band
together and fight back against
ISIL. They are determined to
put a stop to the barbarity that
is occurring in Iraq. The group
has named itself the Nineveh
Protection Unit (NPU) with its
first series of boot camp com
plete. Their first group is 500
volunteers who have expressed a
willingness to defend their land,but have no intention of simply
“becoming just another militia.”
Instead their goal is to become
an established fighting force to
protect the area from further
threats from terrorist organiza
tions.
What makes this group
unique though is that most of
their funding has come from
America. It has actually been
done through crowdfunding
that has been spearheaded by

the American Mesopotamian
Organization (AMO). A M O has
run two telethons and has been
able to raise $250,000 for the
group. The hope isthat, with the
money, the group will be able to
help expand their training camp
to be able to train more people
as well. The money could also be
raised in part from the success
of those who have emigrated
over from the area currently oc
cupied by ISIL. Yet with all this
good news about more people
joining up and trying to help
there is still the underlying is
sue which is the country of Iraq
itself.
By having such a splintered
military and allowing the de
velopment of groups such as
the N P U it could come back to
haunt them. This is similar to
how Libya has begun to play out
where there are still issues from
some ofthe original militias that
formed to out Gadhafi.
Then there is also the case of
observing Africa where some
countries are under threat of
Military coups or rebellions
where the groups are actually
successful in toppling the gov
ernments.
So in considering these ex
amples, Iraq must be careful of
how they move forward since
these groups will now have mili
tary training and access to some
powerful hardware. Overall, it is
paramount to expel ISIL out of
the country but itcould cause is
sues later ifgroups like the N S U
get other ideas beyond remov
ing the threat of ISIL.

Ifyou want to writefor the
world section, please e-mail
us at:
shubhanLsapkota@hope.
edu
or
andrew.gomezseoane@
______ hooe.edu______

Protesters gathered on M o n d a y to hon or Putin critic
Boris N e m t s o v w h o w a s g u n n e d d o w n on his w a y h o m e
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
W

orld
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“Russia without Putin” this
was the echo shouted by tens
of thousands of protesters
marching
through
central
Moscow on Monday in support
of Boris Nemtsov, the fierce
political critic of Putin who was
shot last Friday. Many came to
honor his memory and carried
portraits of Mr. Nemtsov with
banners proclaiming, “I am not
afraid”.
The opposition leader was
scheduled to lead a march
against the Kremlin on Sunday,
but his killing has turned the
event into a rally in his honor.
Those close to Mr. Nemtsov
have accused Vladimir Putin
and his government of direct
involvement. But the Kremlin
has denied any wrongdoing
and actively called for an
investigation. Thousands of
protesters also took to the
streets in St. Petersburg to
protest as well.

66
Boris w a s a g o o d
a n d honest m a n .
M o s c o w is a s a d
p l ace today.

-MOSCOW STUDENT
M aria G lazacheva
______________ 9 9
Itwas estimated that roughly
50,000 individuals would be
allowed to demonstrate in the
area along with heavy police

presence. Official figures show the Mr. Nemtsov was actively
anywhere from 10,000 to as involved in exposing Putin’s
much as 100,000 people partook involvement in the Ukrainian
in the march. Among a sea of crisis. Mr. Yashin had confirmed
Russian flags,protesters brought this to news sources.
hundreds of flowers to place at a
“For him the conflict between
makeshift memorial and leave a Ukraine and Russia was a real
personal message for the fabled personal tragedy and he was
opposition leader. “He died for trying to find any way to stop
the future of Russia,” read some it. And he was trying to find
of those placards.
proof that Mr. Putin is sending
“Boris was a good and honest our troops to Ukraine” said Mr.
man. Moscow is a sad place Yashin to reporters.
today” said Maria Glazacheva, a
On
Friday
night
Mr.
22-year-old student in Moscow Nemtsov had been dining at a
who joined the march.
restaurant with his girlfriend
As the crowd marched
toward the Kremlin they
began to chant. Quietly in the
beginning, but louder and more
forceful as they approached the
Kremlin: “Russia without Putin”
and “Putin, leave!"
The killing was “a political
murder aimed at frightening
"
the... part of the population that
supported Nemtsov and did not
ragree with the government. I
hope we won’t get scared,” said
opposition politician Ilya Yashin
to the Associated Press.
“Ifwe can stop the campaign
of hate that's being directed at
P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress
the opposition, then we have
a chance to change Russia. If Anna Duritskaya. They had
not, then we face the prospect left together to walk to his flat,
of mass civil conflict,” said crossing the bridge, where a
Gennady
Gudkov
another white car drew up and opened
fire, hitting him four times with
opposition leader to Reuters.
Overall the march was a pistol. It was suspected that
peaceful.
Demonstrators he was under the watchful eye
stressed that they wanted to of the Putin Administration
show that they are patriots too and his movement had been
and criticizing those in power restricted in the lastfew months.
does not make you an enemy of While his death comes as a blow
the state. Many in the crowds to the opposition, he is not first
believed in Boris Nemtsov’s political opponent to perish
vision of a better and more under the Putin presidency. In
democratic Russia. But even fact, many in Russia fear this a
before his death itwas reported sign of worse things to come.

P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress

HOPES FOR RESTORATION— Pictures showing the Islam

A REVOLUTION AT H A N D — People carry Russian national flags during a m a r c h In m e m o r y

ic State militants destroying statues Inside Nineveh m u s e u m
In Northern Iraq. These statues date b a c k from 8th century
BC. N P U ’s purpose has bee n seen to r e m o v e ISIS a n d take
bac k the land that has bee n forcefully taken a w a y from Iraq.

of opposition leader Boris N e m t s o v w h o w a s g u n n e d d o w n on Friday, Feb. 27, 2 0 1 5 near the
Kremlin. T h o u s a n d s converged S u n d a y In central M o s c o w to m o u r n veteran liberal politician
Boris Nemtsov, w h o s e killing on the streets of the capital has s h a k e n Russia’s beleaguered
opposition. They carried flowers, portraits a n d white signs that said “I a m not afraid.”

T w o wind e n s e m b l e world premieres hit
D i m n e n t Chapel stage
A m a n d a Littleton
A
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Friday, Feb. 27 was a big day
for the Hope College Depart
ment of Music when the wind
ensemble performed two world
premieres. “The Conjurer” was
the first piece and was written
by Dana Wilson who, contrary
to other ensemble concerts,
was present to witness his piece
come to life for the very first
time. The second piece, "Sym
phony No. 2 ‘
Antar^ Op.9” was
originally written by Nicolai
Rimsky-Korsakov in the late
1800 s but was recently arranged
by Gabe Southard, associate
professor at Hope College. The
audience was the first to hear
these two works performed on
stage for the public.
The firstfew rows of Dimnent
Memorial Chapel were filled
with a variety of students, pro
fessors and community m e m 
bers there to support the music
department. Many audience
members were friends of those
involved and, after the perfor
mance, waited patiently to con
gratulate the composers and
conductors of each piece. The
department had planned ahead
for this, however, and hooted a
question-and-answer
session
with Wilson earlier in the week
for students to inquire about his
experience commissioning and
performing around the world.
He is also a Professor of Music
at Ithaca College and author of
musical articles and an arrange
ment book published by Pren
tice Hall/Simon and Schuster.
Wilson’s “The Conjurer” re
flects his worldly experiences
and musical expertise. The com
position tells the story of a con
jurer who has the ability to sum
mon spirits -both good and evil
-which is a ritualistic tradition
of people in northern Asia and
the Americas. The conjurer was
played by flute soloist Southard
and the spirits by the ensemble
that sat in a semicircle sur
rounding guest conductor and
Hope Director of Choral Activi
ties, Brad Richmond.
Southard’s music first sum
moned the spirits with an en
trancing flute solo that soon
turned playful as the rest of
the ensemble drummed back
ground noise signaling the ar
rival of something supernatural.
The melody began to speed up
as drums pounded in the back
ground while Southard moved
slightly with the motion of the
music, selling his role as the one
who beckoned the spirits.
The last part of the piece was
slow and calming, like the melocly of a snake-charmer, as the
conjurer slowly departed down
the middle aisle of Dimnent
Chapel having successfully con
jured the spirits. As he walked
away, the music and lights faded
until there was complete silence.
The audience applauded and
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Wednesday
Mar. 4
Talk on “Heroic Witnesses”
Sister Joseph A n d r e w Bogdanowicz,
O.P. will present “Heroic Witnesses in

Southard welcomed Wilson on
stage to receive recognition and
praise for the world premiere,
As Hope tradition would have
it, Wilson was presented with a
wooden shoe and a bit ofhumor,
“I figured you wouldn’t wear
them,” Southard said to Wilson

that worked to put ittogether.
Southard has always been
a fan of Rimsky-Korsakov, the
original composer, and arranged
this symphony in his honor in
addition to the fact that it is a
relatively unknown piece that
the audience couldn’t be critical

Southard s arrangement folthe Third Millennium: If Tempted. Ev
lowed Antar through each of
eryone C a n B e a Hero" at 7:00 p.m. in
these experiences. While he is
Mulder Chapel of Western Theological
alone in the desert, the ensemSeminary.
ble played music that was slow
yet powerful like the beginning Thursday
Mar. 5
of the movie “Aladdin” when
S A C Coffeehouse
Aladdin approaches the Cave
Listen to musical performances by
Hope

College students

Miranda

Steele (‘18) a n d Mitch Conrad (‘17) at
9:00 p.m. in the Kletz.

Jack Ridl Visiting Writer Series
Reading by EJ. Levy a nd Joe Wilkins at
7:00 p.m. in Graves Hall.

Dance 41
6 2 H o p e College students perform in
the annual dance concert at 7:30 p.m.
in Knickerbocker Theatre. Performanc
es run from Thursday. Mar. 5 to Satur
day. Mar. 7

Guest Lecturer Dr. Cherry A.
Murray
“Life in the Fast L ane” at 7:30 p.m. in
M a a s Auditorium will feature Murray’s
career path from a budding artist to
building a n e w school at Harvard Uni
versity.

Friday
S o p h o m o r e Recital

Mar. 6

Stanna Dorn (‘17) a nd Hilary Hunsberger (‘17) perform in Wichers Auditorium
at 6:00 p.m.

Saturday
Senior Recital

Mar. 7

H o p e College senior Genevieve Javrin
performs in Wichers Auditorium at
2:00 p.m. a n d M c L a n e W at so n (‘15)
performs at 4:00 p.m.

Sunday
Mar. 8
Asian Heritage Celebration
This free event at 7:30 p.m. in M a a s
Auditorium will feature Asian food,
dancing, origami a n d calligraphy les
sons.

Monday
Mar. 9
“O n e Night Only” classic film
series
Knickerbocker Theatre will feature a
classic couples film e ach M o n d a y of
the month. Tickets are $ 4 each.

Tuesday
as he passed off the large wood
en shoe, “so I thought that just
one [shoe] would be okay.” The
audience laughed and applaud
ed once more to congratulate
Wilson.
With the first half of the con
cert over, the audience was still
in full attendance and ready to
see the next world premiere, ar
ranged and conducted by South
ard. The wind ensemble for
"Antar" involved over 40 Hope
students that began testing their
instruments, passing secrets and
laughing quietly as they waited
for the arrival oftheir conductor.
After over five minutes, South
ard finally reentered the room.
“Sorry ifthat was an awkward
pause," he said, "but I thought
you would want your composer
dressed rather than otherwise!”
He then continued by introduc
ing his piece and the students

Mar. 10

of Wonders. Soon after, a flutist Orchestra Pre-Tour Concert
T h e Symphoriefte Strings will perform
“Not many know it,” South entered with a melodic solo of
selections f rom
u p c o m i n g tour
ard said, “so you can’t say ‘Oh, high notes that sounded like the
of
Chicago
a
n
d
W
e
s
t
Michigan at
appearance
of
magic
and
f
a
i
r
i
e
s
.
that’s wrong.”’ However, South
D
i
m
n
e
n
t
Chapel
at
7;30
p.m.
ard’s nervousness about the au Antar’s journey was broken into
Asian
Heritage
Food
Festival
dience’s reaction was unneeded, three parts, which were each
Participants will taste a variety of
as they awarded him with strong recognized by the ensemble’s
Asian dishes from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
pause and quiet readjustment of
applause at itsconclusion.
p.m. at Phelps a n d C o o k Dining Halls.
Much like “The Conjurer” sheet music.
Dinner is $ 6 for c o m m u n i t y m e m b e r s .
The rest of Antar’s story was
“Antar” also has a backstory. It
is based on an Arabian tale in characterized by crescendos and Asian Heritage Lecture
Pastor Socheth N a a n d his son Ste
which the rpain character, Antar, loud cymbals that faded in and
p h e n N a will s p e a k about their expe
is alone in the desert swearing out with the flute's melody. As
rience as first a n d second-generation
off allegiance to all humanity. the symphony faded to a close,
immigrants f rom C a m b o d i a at 6:00
In his morhent of bitterness he each musician slowed down his
p.m. in F ri ed -H em en wa y Auditorium.
witnesses a gazelle threatened or her speed and ended on one
note
that
rang
out
to
a
s
i
l
e
n
t
by a large bird. His sympathy
kicks in, and he saves the gazelle ending.
Mar. 1 1
Although this world premiere W e d n e s d a y
by fending off the bird with a
Departmental
Student
Recital
weapon. He is then awarded for was a unique opportunity for
Students
perform
in
Wichers
Audito
his act of heroism by the gazelle, campus, The Hope College De
rium at 7:30 p.m.
which turns out to be the fairy partment of Music hosts regular
Gul-Nazar, and receives the concerts and events that can be
three enjoyments of life: ven found online at the Music De
partment home page.
geance, power and love.
of.
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The Fifty Shades phenomenon Disney’s r e v a m p of “Into the W o o d s ”
A surprisingly worthy adaptation despite changes
is not about romance
ters. Claiming that the primary
pull of the series is the flimsy
romance and tired backstory is
It’s time to address the el a fallacy.
Sex in and of itself is a nega
ephant in the room. We've been
t
i
v
e
thing to have in literature or
putting it off for far too long,
movies.
Although sex is a part
avoiding eye contact and shuf
of
human
relationships and pre
fling our feet. It’s time to talk
tending otherwise ischildish and
about “Fifty Shades of Grey”.
For the one percent of people immature, there is a difference
in the world who haven’talready between the presence of sex and
heard about the cultural phe the prevalence of sex. Obses
nomenon “Fifty Shades of Grey,” sion and glorification of sex is
itis a story about a young w o m  unhealthy. For underage youth,
an named Anastasia Steele-if the popularity and availability
Jillian Ickes

A m b e r Lee Carnahan

G
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that's not a Mary Sue name, I
don’t know what is-who inter
views the handsome, intimidat
ing, rich business owner widely
known as Christian Grey. The
rest ofthe story covers their sex
ual adventures into B D S M (an
abbreviation for bondage and
discipline, dominance and sub
mission, sadism and masoch
ism) and Christians mysterious
past, although there is signifi
cantly more focus on the BDSM.
“Fifty Shades" was written
originally as “Twilight" fanfiction of Edward and Bella en
gaging in sexual activities. As a
result of its success, the author,
E.L. James, decided to remove
all references to “Twilight” and
submit the manuscript to be
published as a stand alone title.
The series catapulted into suc
cess and topped the best-selling
book listfor a shameful amount
oftime. Itwas read by thousands
of women (and some men), and
also became a source of humor
for those not into the more sen
sual aspects of the novels.
What frustrates me most
about the popularity of “Fifty
Shades” isn’t the explicit con
tent. I’m not going to sit here
an,d pretend that pornography
isn’t popular, or act like “Fifty
Shades” is so much worse than
other movies with lots of sexual
content. What makes it shame
ful is the fans’ unwillingness to
admit to what they are watching
and reading. This isporn. Itwas
written for the viewer to insert
themselves into the position of
Anastasia Steele and enjoy the
pandering and sex.
I have heard people defend
the books as “a good love story"
or claim that they read it“for the
relationship". If anyone thinks
this was written to depict the
romance between Anastasia and
Christian, remember that this
started as a fanfiction of two
characters with entirely differ
ent names and setting. The only
consistency is the sexual rela
tionship between two charac

of content such as this can lead
to misconceptions of a healthy
sexual relationship before they
are truly ready to participate in
such activities. For those who
are of age to view explicit con
tent, the nature of Christian and
Anastasia's relationship is com
pletely unhealthy. While mutual
consent is frequently discussed
throughout the duration of the
film,Anastasia indicates that she
is not comfortable with Chris
tian’s idea of a relationship and
states what her personal desires
would be ifshe were to be with
him. However, these desires are
out of the question in Christian’s
mind, and even Anastasia’s re
quest to sleep next to one anoth
er at night was too much to ask.
I am not blind to what a
B D S M relationship entails and
how it may veer from what one
would consider a “normal” rela
tionship. That being said, a re
lationship between two people,
even a dominant and submissive
one in the case of “Fifty Shades,”
should always be based on m u 
tual consent and the desires of
both partners. While the issue
of consent was addressed, Ana's
desires were not met.
Relationships such as these in
media are toxic for our society.
W o m e n get the idea that their
desires don’t matter compared
to the desires of men, and men
get the idea that their desires de
serve to be met, even ifitcontra
dicts the woman’s. These tropes
are pervasive throughout our
culture and willcontinue as such
ifsomething isn’t done.
For those who plan to read
"Fifty Shades of Grey” or watch
the movie, it is necessary to be
critical about what it is actually
portraying. It is glorified porn. I
am not going to get into the dis
cussion on whether porn itself
is good or bad. All I am asking
now is that people realize the
kind of society they are encour
aging through the consumption
of this type of media and the un
healthy relationships itpraises.

rts
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As I walked into the theater
to see Disney’s “Into the Woods”
for the first time, my mind
set was very different from my
friends’
,a combination of whom
had already seen the movie once
or twice before or were seeing it
for the firsttime. The movie had
premiered on Christmas Day of
2014, but Ihad just recently built
up the courage to actually go see
the movie. There were several
reasons for my trepidation.
M y firstsource of anxiety was
not knowing whether the cast
would interact well with each
other. The actors chosen for the
various prized roles happened
to be some of my personal fa
vorites, and I was eager to see
whether they would create a
strong chemistry in “Into the
Woods” or if their personali
ties would clash uncomfortably.
Fortunately, the cast worked
well together and each charac
ter seemed unique. For example,
Chris Pine excellently portrayed
Prince Charming and tossed
away allmy memories of his role
as Captain James T. Kirk in “Star
Trek”. His stellar performance
overcame my past experience
and made iteasier for me to get
engaged in the movie. Iwas able
to see the characters rather than
merely the actors.
M y other and more nerve-

story line.
Fortunately, Disney did a
good job of staying true to the
musical. The fact that Lapine
penned the screenplay might
have been helpful in maintain
ing the Brothers Grimm aspect
that made the musical unique
and fascinating in the firstplace.
I was impressed and relieved
that Disney didn't take an over
abundance of creative liberty in
order to make the movie suitable
to children.
However, the movie was
not without some adaptations.
While “Into the Woods” main
tained its overall dark themes
and message, there were some
changes made by Disney. One
change is the survival of Rapunzel.
In the original play, Rapunzel
is cast out by the Witch and left
to roam the desert, where she
later gives birth to twins. She
is eventually reunited with the
prince.
In Act II, it is revealed that
Rapunzel has been driven in
sane by her past experiences
and treatment incurred by the
Witch. After running from her
prince in a fit of hysteria, the
prince and his brother sing a
duet that explains their discon
tent in their marriage that ends
with them lusting for two other
beautiful women-Snow White
and Sleeping Beauty. A few
scenes later, Rapunzel ends up

her husband while also being at
tracted to Prince Charming.
“Hello Little Girl," which is
the interaction between the
Wolf and Little Red Riding
Hood, had to be altered because
the original song hinted too
greatly at pedophilia. The tempo
was changed to be jazzier, and it
was assumed that the references
would go unnoticed by most
children.
A final difference that I was
dismayed to discover was the
lack of a physical narrator. In the
original play, the narrator is an
actual character in the musical
and he provided more entertain
ing moments. The narrator was
sarcastic and the other charac
ters were actually able to inter
act with him in the second act,
when they allowed the giant to
kill him. In the new movie, the
narrator is unfortunately only a
voice-over.
Despite the various changes
and worries that I experienced,
“Into the Woods” is the best
movie I’ve seen in a long time.
The cast members harmonized
extraordinarily well, which is an
important quality of the movie,
as much of the musical consists
of the characters singing mul
tiple lyrics at once. Pine was ap
parently shy about his singing
voice, but Anna Kendrick, who
portrayed Cinderella, claimed
she caught him singing once and
was surprised at how beautifully

P hotos C ourtesy of moviepilot.c o m a n d theatermania.

“INTO THE W O O D S ” THEN A N D N O W — Disney’s “Into the W o o d s , ” starring J a m e s Corden, Emily Blunt and Meryl Streep premiered In theaters on Christmas D a y of 2014, but the
twisted tale b e g a n as a B r o a d w a y production in Nov. 1987.
wracking fear was the worry getting trampled by the giant.
that Disney would ruin “Into the
In Disney’s rendition, Ra
Woods" by trying to make the punzel and her prince get virtu
musical more suitable for chil ally a happy ending, or as much
dren. I mainly feared that Dis of a happy ending as you could
ney would change or completely get in this play. The last we see
cut out the dark and sometimes of them are the two riding off
gruesome themes.
into the metaphorical sunshine,
28 years before Disney's ad away from the Witcff who has
aptation, “Into the Woods" pre been tormenting Rapunzel her
miered on Broadway. The script entire life.
was written by James Lapine,
Another change made by Dis
and the music and lyrics were ney is the scene between Prince
composed by Stephen Sond Charming and the Baker’s wife
heim.
in the woods.
The play was created to be a
In the original, Prince
twisted retelling of the Broth Charming ends up seducing the
ers Grimm fairy tales, combin Baker’s wife and sleeping with
ing the plots, wishes and fates of her, which gives her betrayal an
several characters, such as Cin even graver tone. However, in
derella, Little Red Riding Hood the movie, the two share only
and Jack and the Beanstalk. The a kiss. This change wasn’t too
moral of the play is to be careful monumental, as in either ver
what you wish for,which is illus sion the Baker’s wife experienc
trated by the dark and gruesome es the internal struggle of loving

he sang.
While Disney did make a few
changes to the musical that they
saw necessary, I feel it’s impor
tant to emphasize that this is
not a children’s movie. Despite
the Disney label hanging above
the new feature film, “Into the
Woods” should not be grouped
with the other princess movies.
It’s the parents’responsibility to
decide whether they want their
child to see the movie. Depend
ing on the sensitivityof the child,
they might enjoy and even bene
fitfrom seeing “Into the Woods,”
but every child isdifferent.
At the end of the day, “Into
the Woods” is an incredibly
emotional and entertaining m u 
sical that offers a look into the
darker aspects of humanity like
lust, selfishness and greed, and
shows the consequences that
could arise from a simple wish.

Run for your life!

Dear readers,

A students’ guide to hitting the p a v e m e n t

T o da y s article is for all those w h o are stressing over
school or suffering f r o m the winter blues. If you have too
m u c h going o n in your m i n d and are getting sick of feeling
c o o p e d u p inside, I’d like to propose the following solu
tion: Bundle up, step outside and start running.
I k n o w m a n y of y o u are thinking “n o way, n o how,” but
just take a minute to hear m e out. I’m not saying you
should start signing up for marathons (yet), but if y o u ’re of
the belief that you should only run if something wild and
dangerous is chasing you, I h o p e the following tips, tricks
and fun facts will m a k e y o u reconsider.

.

Cheers,

*

Lindsay T i m m e r m a n ,
Features Editor

■
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W h a t ’s so great about running?
• It makes you happy. According to the experts over at R u n n e r ’s W o r l d Magazine, running for just 30 minutes per
w e e k has b e en proven to help relieve stress and anxiety and boost sleep quality, m o o d and concentration. Running
d o e s n ’t just help y o u clear y o u r head; it causes reactions in y o ur brain that are proven to m a k e y o u happier. “A 2 0 0 7
study in Physiological Behavior s h o w e d that running causes the s a m e kind of neurochemical adaptations in brain re
w a r d pathways that also are shared by addictive drugs,” R u n n e r ’s W o r l d reports, (http://www.runnersworld.com/
health/6-ways-running-improves-your-health).
• It improves your health. Everyone k n o w s that running can help y o u maintain a healthy weight, but the benefits d o
not stop there. Running is also g o o d for y o u r bones, y o ur joints, y o u r heart’s health and y o ur i m m u n e system (http://
www.active.com/health/articles/6-benefits-of-running).
• It will help you live longer. “Running for as little as five minutes a day could significantly lower a person’s risk of

dying prematurely, according to a large-scale n e w study of exercise and mortality,” the N e w Y o r k T i m e s reports. Appar
ently, runners live an average of three years longer regardless of h o w intense and consistent they are in their com m i t 
m e n t to the sport (http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/20l4/07/30/running-just-5-minutes-a-day-has-long-lasting-benefits/).

Advice f r o m the H o p e cross country t e a m
• “Find a solid gro up of people w h o w a n t to try running with you.
It helps hold y o u accountable. Also, get a good, supportive pair of
running shoes f r o m an actual running store. Otherwise, your future
self will get injured” -Caitlyn C am pb e ll (’17)
• “C o m m i t yourself to doing at least a mile every day. Start slow and
small, then w h e n y o u get comfortable with that pace/distance, push
yourself further. But the m o s t important thing is that y o u get out
and motivate yourself to get running.” -Benjamin Pederson (’18)
• “Running is a process, and, just like anything else, running will have
its g o o d and bad days. It can be very hard just beginning to run, but
if y o u just stick with it, o n e day everything will fall into place and
y o u ’ll realize h o w great it m a k e s y o u feel.” -Alex M o x o n (’18)

.
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A playlist to help you set the pace
“W a k e U p ” by A r c a d e Fire — “Pompeii” by Bastille — “Locked O u t of H e a v e n ” by B r u n o
M a r s — “Feel so Close (radio edit)” by Calvin Harris — “Safe and S o u n d ” by Capital Cities
— “Love the W a y Y o u Lie (featuring Rihanna)” by E m i n e m — “Shake It O u t ” by Florence +
the Machine — “W e A r e Y o u n g ” by Fun — “Let the G r o o v e G e t In” by Justin Timberlake —
“W e F o u n d Love (featuring Calvin Harris)” by Rihanna— “W h e r e D o e s the G o o d G o ” by
Tegan and S a r a — “Unbelievers” by Vam pi r e W e e k e n d — “Riptide” by Van ce Joy

Austin’s thought process

Keeping up with the Jones

The dangers of Hope College’s Campus

Surviving the next two weeks

Austin Elluru
Columnist
As the saying goes, ignorance
is bliss, and it seems to hold
true. I remember when I was
a young naive freshman who
walked around campus, staring
in awe and wonder. However,
after many harrowing events
and close calls involving several
squirrels, my eyes have been
opened. In today’s crazy world,
no one can surely know what
dangers lie just around the cor
ner. From the seemingly harm
less cracks in the sidewalk to the
more obvious icicles dangling
from my cottage porch, I can
now see that Hope’s campus is
full of potential hazards. As a
member of the Hope College
community, I feel itis necessary
to inform all of you of the dan
gers on campus.
1. The Science Center door:
Probably one of most notice

able hazards of Hope campus
are the doors that lead into Sci
ence Center facing the Chapel.
These doors close with the force
of a level two hurricane and can
result in a bruised finger ifone’s
not careful enough. M y recom
mendation is to avoid these
doors, or to put your faith thatwhoever is holding the door will
not randomly let go.
2. The sidewalks: The side
walks vary in their iciness, es
pecially now with the snow
starting to melt. I have no real
advice on how to not slip and
fall. However I recommend that
afterward you make it look like
that was your intention allalong.
3. The infamous black squir
rels: I don’t know why, but
squirrels have begun to gang up
on me. There are many of them
and they are well-organized. I
suggest bringing snacks or using
another person to create a diver
sion as you are walking through
the pine grove.
4. Redheads: They’ll steal
your soul and much more ifyou
are not careful.
5. Random Frisbees: You’re
walking around campus when a
Frisbee comes out of nowhere
and knocks you out. The next
thing you know, a person comes

running up to you to apologize
with a sweet smile. Though your
head is somewhat in pain, this
warm feeling washes over you
as you begin to talk to the per
son and realize that you have a
connection with them. Then you
start going to JP’s or Lemon)ello’swith them and making spon
taneous trips to the beach just to
watch the water crash upon the
icy shore.
As spring roles around you
begin to realize that your feel
ings for this person have grown
and you're beginning to imagine
spending the rest of your life
with them. Finally, you’re stand
ing on the altar with this person
and hearing wedding bells.
After 20 years, you cannot
help but look at your significant
other with disgust and realize
that marriage doesn't have to be
forever. True love doesn’t exist
and those statistics on how 50
percent of marriages fail proves
to be more accurate than you
once thought. You’ve also no
ticed that you’ve been spending
more time looking up divorce
attorneys on Bing. Do not fall
for this hazard. Constantly ser
pentine and apply the “duck and
cover” technique through the
pine grove and you’llbe fine.
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THIS C A L L S F O R A M E M E — Idon’t think anyone could have predicted
that turn of events in Austin’s latest column.

ing weights or running on the
treadmill, head over to the Dow
Center and shoot some hoops
or play intramural sports. “The
best break from anything that
has to do with class is playing
intramural sports. I can play
sports I suck at with other peo
ple that suck and still have fun.
Taylor Jones Itisalso a socialway to get some
Guest Columnist exercise in,” said David Spudic
(T5). As you can see, you do not
W e are almost there! Spring need to be good at sports to play
isjust around the corner, which intramurals. Do it for the study
ishard to believe since snow has break!
been dumping on us weekly.
Third, take some time to just
However, we have something to hang out with friends and be so
look forward to: Spring Break!. cial. Go grab a cup ofcoffee with
But before we can trade in school someone, watch a movie, go to a
work for sunshine and vacation, sporting event, or just put your
or snow and home, or wherev self in social settings. Everyone
er you are headed, we need to deserves a break here and there
make sure we get through these because doing work for long
next couple of weeks and end periods of time could actually
strong. H o w are we going to do make you unfocused. Breaks
this? Follow these three simple with friends are healthy and al
steps.
low you to come back to your
First things first: Planning. work feeling refreshed. “SomeI know a lot people don't like
to do this, but if you plan
66
out your last two weeks of
Sometimes I need a
school, such as writing down
distraction from the
due dates, assignments and
reality of academics,
personal needs, you will feel
so much better and relaxed
and being social gives
going into Spring Break.
s o m e light at the end of
“I will be mapping out ev
a dark tunnel.
erything I need to accomplish
— M elissa Schwann
before break and dividing
(‘15)
that work into daily goals to
_______________ 99
accomplish. That way I am
staying busy and I will have
nothing hanging over my
head the last few days before
break,” said Kailey Sweers (T5). times I need a distraction from
Planning will take away a lot of the reality of academics, and be
stress.
ing social gives some light at the
Second: Physical activity. Yes, end of a dark tunnel,” said M e 
we need to not only exercise lissa Schwann (T5). In this case,
our minds but our bodies too! distractions are a good thing.
Studies show that people who
Well there you have it, the
are doing some sort of physical three best tips you need to sur
exercise every day think better, vive these last two weeks ol
sleep better, have reduced stress school. Stop with the day dream
and have good health habits. ing about Spring Break and stay
All of these benefits are going focused these next couple o;
to help you stay focused before weeks! Plan ahead, exercise anc
break. If you are not into lift take social breaks.

Quick tips on getting into comics

Jimmy Champane
Editor-In-Chief

N o w that it’s cool to like su
perheroes again thanks to Mar
vel’s incredible Cinematic Uni
verse, a lot of people are trying
to get back into reading comic
books. Sometimes that’s easier
said than done, though, thanks
to a myriad of reasons. I’ve read
comics since Iwas a little kid, so
I thought I’d share some tips on
getting into, or getting back into
comics without finding yourself
frustrated or overwhelmed.

ANCHOR
J i m m y C h a m p a n e Editor-in-Chief
A m a n d a Littleton/IarsCo-Editor/

Production M anager
D u n c a n M a c Lean Campus N ews Co-Editor
Alek Molenaar Campus News Co-Editor

Locate Your Local Comic
Shop: It's kind of hard to read

Hutten (T5) said. “But when I
saw “The Dark Knight” at the
comics if you don't have any movie theater, Ikind ofwanted
where to buy them, right? The to read some about Batman.
very first thing you should do I found a store close to my
is load up Google, and type in school and picked up a Batman
“Comic shops near me." Not only story that looked good based
will you most likely find a place on an employee’s recommen
to purchase the thing that this dation. I liked that he didn’t
article is about, but you might judge me for not knowing a lot
even find your new hangout.
about comics.”
“I didn’t, and still don’t re
Most comic stores team up
ally read a lot of comics,” Kelsey with local bars and such to or

ganize events like nerd proms,
bar nights and super hero
themed dance parties, so you’ll
probably get more than you
bargained for no matter what.
If you’re in the Grand Rapids
or Ann Arbor area of Michigan,
check out Vault of Midnight.
That’swhere Iget allof my com
ics.
What if there isn’t a comic
shop near you? M y first sugges
tion would be to move. No, just
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kidding. Lucky for you there’s
this handy online store called
ComiXology. They get pretty
much every comic that comes
out, and they put on huge sales
regularly.
“ComiXology has a good dig
ital start up,” JeffLake, an editor
for IGN Comics said. “ You can
search by genre, character, pub
lisher etc. They even have free
character cheat sheets.”
Even better is the fact that
once you buy a comic on Co
miXology, it’s in your account
forever. Some people also like
using ComiXology because it
cuts down on the clutter having
hundreds of comics inevitably
creates.

Pick a Character: The first
thing to do is figure out what
characters interest you. If you
loved “The Dark Knight" tril
ogy, Batman would be a great
place to start. Ifyou found your
self daydreaming about potty
mouthed raccoons for months
on end after seeing “Guardians
of The Galaxy,” then you’llprob
ably want to hunt down “Rocket
Raccoon’s” ongoing series.
These are just a couple of the
many tips I have on getting into
reading comics for the firsttime,
or getting back into itafter step
ping away. If the feedback on
this article isgood, I’llmake sure
I share more. As always, thanks
for reading.

DesertStorm
N o deal is better than a bad deal with Iran

Andrew Gomez-Seoane
World Co-Editor

Editor’schoice
M y Pin ofthe Week

(pinit

During one of m y m a n y Pinterest study breaks this past week, I found
this quote by poet A n n e Bradstreet. I had completely forgotten about the
pin until I stepped outside this afternoon. T h e sun w a s shining and the
sky w a s a beautiful shade of blue with spread out, white puffy clouds.
A s I walked to class, I could see that the s n o w w a s melting and s o m e
grass w a s showing. I couldn’t help but think, “Spring is on its wa y ! ”
W a n t to see m o r e of m y pins?
C h e c k out H a n n a h Jenae o n Pinterest
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The Middle East is a
dangerous region of the world
and has been for some time.
Even before the pontification
caused by the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, instability has
always been the name of the
game there. Markedly, one
nation in particular has been a
source for much of this chaos
dating back to days before the
War on Terrorism. The Islamic
Republic of Iran is considered
one of the chief sponsors of
terrorism across the globe
and one of America’s greatest
enemies.
With the storming of the
American embassy in 1979
shortly after the fall of the U.S.
backed Shah, our relationship
with Iran could be categorized
as non-existent from that point
on.
Progressing into the 21st
century we have witnessed an
Iran that is ruled by a fanatical
theocracy that seeks to establish
itself as a regional power. It is
determined to undermine the
U.S. and its allies by actively
supporting groups such as alQaida and Hezbollah.
Compounding
this fact
is the relentless pursuit of a
nuclear program with the goal
to manufacture weapons grade
uranium for the construction
of a nuclear bomb. With every
passing year this will one day
become a frightening reality.
And as for those who do not
remember, this is the same Iran
who actively pursues an agenda
to use such devices to obliterate
itsneighbors, mainly the state of
Israel.
Any deal that would allow the
Iranians to continue enriching
uranium in exchange for
lifting sanctions, with the hope
that such a nuclear program
could be managed by Western
powers is not only fool hardy,
but suicidal. In spite of this
warning from allies and top
officials in the United States,
the Obama administration is set
on completing a deal with Iran
before the end of March, with
a final resolution no later than
July.
Likewise, we are starting to
understand what concessions
the administration is willing
to give to Iran as information
is slowly leaked to the general
public. These include no limits
on Iran’s ballistic missile system,
which is said to be the very
means of transporting a nuclear
warhead to their intended
targets across the Atlantic.
As well as leaving Iran in

tacks or other editorial considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will be taken. N o an o n y m o u s letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 0 0 words:
Mail letters to The Anchor c/o H ope College, drop the m off at the A n 
chor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
anchor@hope.edu by Sunday at 5 p.m. to appear in Wednesday's issue.

Advertising Policies: All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, stan

charge of verification that
protocols are met through
voluntary
admission
of
international
inspectors.
More alarming is that such an
agreement would phase out
most of the economic sanctions
placed on Iran in a short period
of time, followed by removal
of restrictions of its nuclear
program in less than a decade.
Finally, allowing the Iranian
regime to use thousands of
centrifuges to enrich uranium
and conduct nuclear research
will all but guarantee the
development of a nuclear device
in the next few months if not
years. Abandoning our original
intent to shutter their nuclear
ambitions will lead to an arms
race in the region between

T h e best alternative
is to
set a
strict
timetable that forces
Iran to a b a n d o n its
nuclear a m b i t i o n s or
face crippling sanctions
that will l e a d to its total
e c o n o m i c collapse.

— A ndrew G omez-Seoane

opposing Arab states.
In this respect, Israeli
Prime
Minister
Benjamin
Netanyahu is correct to oppose
such an agreement. Even as
the president considers those
voices of opposition as hardline
warmongers, it is crucial to
understand the truth. A bad
deal will not lead to peace and
stability in the Muslim world.
The best alternative is to set a
strict timetable that forces Iran
to abandon itsnuclear ambitions
or face crippling sanctions that
will lead to its total economic
collapse.
Netanyahu understands this,
but Obama seeks a quick fix to
a farmore complicated problem.
Giving in to our enemy’s
demands does not avoid the
prospect of future conflict
or war. It does brings added
embarrassment to our nation
and increases the chances that
war will come to our shores.
Andrew covers politics and for
eignpolicyfrom across theglobe.
If you have questions or com
ments about his articles, write to:

andrew.gomezseoane@hope.
eduDcw’tforget to submit your
questions and letters to the editor
to: Anchor@hope.edu
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Want to get
your n a m e in
print?
The Anchor is always looking for interested
students to get involved. W e always need
mo r e writers, photographers, cartoonists,
graphic designers, letters to the editor, etc.
Whatever w a y you want to get involved, w e
would love to have you!
W e m e e t Sundays at 6 p.m. in our office in
Martha Miller. W e brainstorm story ideas
for the u p c o m i n g issue, and students are
always w e l c o m e to join! C o m e check out the
opportunities to get your n a m e in print.
W e want to hear your voice. Get involved!
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M e n ’s Basketball defeated in heartbreaker
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It was a nightmare of a fin
ish to a near bipolar emotional
swing for the Flying Dutchmen
and the Hope College faithful
on Saturday night. At stake for
two bitter rivals was not only ah
M I A A Conference title, but also
an automatic qualification to the
N C A A Tournament. In spite ofa
15-point advantage nearly right
out of the gate, Calvin College,
led by Jordan Brink, found a way
to storm back as Calvin com
pleted the three game sweep of
Hope in a dramatic 70-69 cham
pionship final.
Hope got off to a near per
fect start with a 9-0 lead as
the Knights head coach, Kevin
Vande Streek, was forced to call
a time out searching for answers
and Hopes Dew Crew was in full
force. Out of the time out itwas
a pair of Brock Benson (16) free
throws, followed by a nice post
move and a bucket that pushed
the Dutchmen lead to 13-0.
The Knights got on the
board with two Jordan Brink
free throws that seemed only
to be a catalyst for the Dutch
men lead. Sam Otto (16) had

what looked to be a career night,
and very much on his way to a
heroic tournament saving per
formance. The junior scored 9
of the next 11 points for Hope
as they saw their lead increase
to 15.
“Iknew Ihad to step up,”Otto
said, "with a couple of my team
mates down and the idea that we
had to win to keep playing got
myself and everyone else going.”
Calvin scratched and clawed
to chip away at the lead, getting
the edge down to just six points.
Itwas Otto who did itagain with
back-to-back
three-pointers
that seemed to silence a crowd
of more than 3,000, while ignit
ing a flame in the gym for those
in orange and blue.
With Hope up by 13, and
just five seconds left in the first
half, Ben Gardner (16) assisted
Benson as he threw down a fero
cious two-handed slam as Hope
went into the half up by 15.
Hope maintained a healthy
lead deep into the second half
as Otto stayed hot, Gardner and
Chad Carlson (17) ran a welloiled machine-like offense and
Benson and Harrison Blackledge
(17) flexed on the defensive end.

Hope’s lead was at 11 with five
minutes and 11 seconds to play.
After Calvin’s Jordan Daley
made a free throw, followed
by a lay up of his own, the lead
shrunk to eight, leading way to
the Jordan Brink show. Brink,
who was relatively quiet all
night, hit back-to-back triples
with under 2:30 to plat that
sent Van Noord Arena into a
pandemonic uproar, as a come
back was all but inevitable, with
Hope’s lead down to 67-65.
Out of the Dutchmen time
out, Benson executed coach
Mitchell’s plan perfectly as Ben
son got open for a layup with the
lead back to four. Itwas a Daniel
Stout three-point attempt with
1:19 remaining that could have
nearly sealed the deal for Hope,
but instead TJ Huizenga crashed
the boards and found his way
to an offensive rebound, mak
ing the layup with a foul. After
made free throw, the lead was
just one at 69-68 for Hope.
Jordan Brink got a pass, drib
bled right, pulled up at the right
elbow with an Otto hand in his
face, and nailed the 15-footer
with five seconds to go. Hope
was unable to get a shot off as

Track a n d field performs well at Trine
Nicole Metzler

60 meters and managed third in
9.15 seconds. Teammate Robert
Hope’s track and field teams Schneider (18) finished eighth
took their talents to Trine Uni in the same event.
versity last weekend. The men
Matt Ruff (18) ran 22.94 in
finished third while the women the 200 meter dash to take third.
took second.
He also placed fourth in the 400
Ben Zank (’15) placed first in meter dash at 50.51.
the 5000 meter at 15:10.67. Ben
The Dutchmen’s 4000 meter
jamin Pederson (18) took sixth distance medley team of Jacob
in the 3000 meter in 9:04.59.
Jansen (18), Kyle Funk (18),
In much shorter'.'fashion, Austin Elluru (16) and Erik
Boone Marois (16) took only Gonzalez (15) ran 11:30.47 to
seven seconds to finish first in place fifth.
the 60 meter dash. Jeremy Rich
Dion Goliday (16) went 6.23
ards (18) added hurdles to the meters to claim third in long
S

ports
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jump. Goliday also finished
fourth in the triple jump with
12.60 meters.
The men’s team finished with
82.5 points behind Trine (177.5)
and Calvin College (173).
The women’s team fared bet
ter than their male counterparts
at Trine. Julia Stock (16) won
the 5000 meters with a time of
18:23.94. Casey Campbell (16)
placed fourth in the 3000 me
ters at 10:38.23. Campbell also
finished third in the mile with
5:13.30.
E m m a Ropski (17) placed
third in the 800 meter run. She
clocked in 2:20.83.
Sierra Schultz (17) ran 8.45
seconds to secure fourth in the
60 meter dash. Directly behind
her was teammate Rachel Satkiewicz (18) who finished the
race at 8.46. As if those times
were not close enough, Adrian
College’s Alonia Slappy com
pleted the event at 8.47.
The Dutch 4 x 400 meter re
lay team of Jane Pearson (16),
Katie Afton (15), Ropski and
Satkiewicz ran a time of 4:05.94
to place first in the event.
The 4000 meter distance
medley team finished second.
Marianne Lohrstorfer (18), Ra
chael Webb (18), Kristen God
win: (18) and Alexis Guttilla
(18) finished in 13:33.70.
Sarah Murphy (18) took sec
ond for Hope in pole vault with
a height of 2.75 meters. Pearson
went 5.00 meters in long jump
for second place.
The Dutch finished with a to
tal score of 146.5, just 13 points
behind Calvin.
Both teams’next competition
isduring Spring Break.

Gardner frantically lost control
of the ball going coast-to-coast
and Calvin wound up with pos
session. A half court inbound
lob ended the M I A A Champi
onship as the Knights stormed
the court to a 70-69 finish.
For Hope itwas Otto leading
the way with 24 points on four
made triples. Gardner added
16 points (6-9 shooting), five
rebounds, four assists, while
turning the ball over just once,
in maybe his most impressive
game ofthe year and Brock Ben
son chipped in 14 points.
“W e wanted to give Corey
(McMahon, the lone senior who
was inactive due to concussion
like symptoms) the opportunity
to put the jersey on again,” Otto
said, “at the end of the day that
didn't happen and we’re down
because of it. W e know we have
an opportunity to be special
next year and this will be used
as fuel.”
First year Hope coach, Greg
Mitchell, and the Dutchmen
ended the season tied for third
in the MIAA, with a season re
cord of 18-9 overall. There are
great expectations for next year
considering the team’s youth.
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In Sports

Thursday
W o m e n ' s Tennis

March

5

at D e P a u w (Ind.) at 4:30 p.m.

Friday
March
W o m e n ’s Basketball

6

vs. Bethel (Minn.)
played at W h e a t o n (III.) at 5 p.m.

W o m e n ' s Lacrosse
at Otterbein (Ohio) at 6 p.m.

Saturday
M e n ’s Lacrosse

March

7

at D u b u q u e (Iowa) at 3 p.m.

Tuesday
M e n ’s Tennis

March 10

vs. Davenport at 6 p.m.

In B rief

HOCKEY WINS
CHAMPIONSHIP G A M E

Over the weekend, the hock
ey team scored six unanswered
goals against Oakland Universi
ty to bring home the champion
ship in the Michigan Collegiate
Hockey Conference Tourna
ment at Georgetown Ice Arena.
For the fourth time in the
history of the Hockey pro
gram, the Flying Dutchmen
won the Vezina Cup. The last
time the team was able to cap
This week in
ture the trophy was in 2008.
sports history
Sitting at a 24-3-3 overall
record, the Dutchmen’s stel
Mar. 7, 1857 - Baseball de lar performance all season
has propelled them into the
cides that nine innings con
National Tournament. From
stitutes an official game, not
March 10-14, the team will trav
nine runs.
el to Pelham, Ala. to compete.
Eric Lipon (’16) recorded
Mar. 4, 1941 - Chicago a stellar 39 saves in the game.
Blackhawks goalie Samual Ryan Restum ,(’16) scored two
LoPresti stops a record 80 goals while adding one as
sist. Drew,
O--’Brien
(’15) racked
!t .t-.■
of 83 shots from the Bostoti
up one goal and three assists.
Bruins.
'h-He ndw leads the Dutchmen
#.
with 44 points on the season.

Mar. 5, 1966 - Bob Seagren
pole vaults 5.19 meters to
set the indoor world record.

M E N ’S LACROSSE LOSES
SEASON OPENER

Mar. 4, 1970 - N Y Rangers
The men’s lacrosse team fell
Set N H L record for most in their first game of the sea
games without being shut son on Saturday against Ke
out at 126.
nyon College (Ohio), 16-5.
Zach’Weber. (’17) made the
f
i
r
s
t goal ^>fthe game quickly in
Mar. 5, 1985 - N Y Island
the fitst quarter. The goal was
er Mike Bossy is the first
assisted-by Gunnar Elder (’17).
to score 50 goals in eight The roles were reversed with
straight seasons.
just three seconds left in the
first when Weber assisted El
Mar. 7, 1986 - Wayne der to take Hope’s score to two.
Gretzky breaks the record Thanks to a strong showing by
for most assists in a N H L Kenyon, Hope was still down
by two going into the second.
season at 136.
The second quarter saw
five goals by Kenyon and zero
Mar. 6, 1988 - Julie Krone from Hope. After five points
becomes the winningest fe were scored by Kenyon in the
male horsejockey with 1205 third, Hope got back on the
board with a goal by Mike
victories.
Odea (’17) and another shortly
after by Grant Brogan (T8).
r. 4, 1989: - Javier So
The fourth and final quarter
:omayor high-jumps the saw one last point for Hope, this
indoor world record at time from Ty Miedema (’17).and
assisted by Weber. Kenyon then
2.43meters.
went on to score the final goal of
the game with 43 seconds left.

W o m e n ’s basketball falls to Calvin, obtains t o u r n a m e n t bid
Kyle Bernaclak
S

ports

C o -E d i t o r

O n Saturday, Feb. 28, the
Hope College women’s basket
ballteam fellto Calvin College in
the M I A A Tournament champi
onship game. The Knights barely
slipped past the Flying Dutch
77-73 in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Coming into Saturday’s con
test, the Dutch sat behind Cal
vin in second place in the M I A A
Conference. This placement was
a catalyst for many players on
Hope's team— they were aware
that they were the underdog. In
order for Hope to pull out a vic
tory in the biggest game in the
conference, they had to exceed
all expectations and prove that
they were a solid squad.
In order to be in champion
ship contention, the Dutch had
a rigorous road. On Wednesday,
they defeated Kalamazoo Col
lege at home by a score of 62-48.
While Hope would have liked to
finish off the Hornets in a more
demanding fashion, they were
satisfied with the victory. To
play on Calvin’s level, the Dutch
knew that they would definitely
have to step up their game.

To begin Saturday’s matchup,
Hope began rather sluggishly.
They were relying heavily on a
variety of players to vastly con
tribute to the contest. However,
the offensive was not up to par
early. With just over fiveminutes
elapsed, the Dutch trailed 14-5.
Then, Mandy Traversa (T7) sank
a free throw then a layup, which
cut the deficit.
With 12 minutes and 25 sec
onds remaining in the first half,
Autumn Anderson (’16) drained
a three-pointer to put Hope
within reach 14-13. Unfortu
nately, Calvin kept pulling away
and with just under 10 minutes
left, they once again widened
their lead, now 29-15. At this
point, Hope was well aware that
alterations needed to be made.
Both their offense and defense
were struggling and needed ad
justment.
Tyra Smith (’17) helped the
Dutch offensive by banking in
two consecutive layups. After
Kamara Sudberry’s (T5) layup,
Traversa hit another threepointer. The firsthalfended with
not much more Hope action,
however they were able to cut

the deficit. The Knights led the
Dutch 46-37.
If the Dutch wanted to de
throne the Knights from first
place in the conference and
bring home a title to Holland,
they had to straighten up in
the second half. It was impera
tive that they tightened up their
game on both ends of the ball.
It seemed that Coach More
house was able to relaythat mes
sage rather well to his players—
they came out in the second half
with vengeance. Paris Madison
(’17) sank a layup, then Maura
McAfee (’16) also added a layup
and a pair of free throws. This
cut Calvin's lead to 46-44. With
the smallest lead the Knights
had the entire game, it seemed
that panic began to set in.
For the next five minutes,
possessions were quick for both
teams. However, Calvin was able
to slip away and grab a 61-46
lead with 14 minutes and 31 sec
onds leftto play. Within the next
two and a half minutes, each
team went scoreless. Missed
shots, careful possessions, sub
stitutions, and turnovers were
the factors for this lull in the

P hoto by M onica D w y e r

gameplay.
With just under 11 minutes to
play, Brittany Berry (’15) nailed
a three-pointer, which brought
Hope’s offense back. Berry had
been cold from the field all day,
and now she was ready to break
up the Calvin lead.
Immediately after she hit the
shot, the Knights were forced to
call a timeout. After the timeout
and for the ensuing minutes,
Smith was a large contributor.
She made layups, free throws,
and a three-pointer, which al
lowed the Dutch to gain some
final ground.
When the clock struck less
than a minute, the entire crowd
at Van Noord Arena was on
their feet. Hope pulled within a
point after Anderson sunk two
free throws. These charity shots
came at the 20 second mark.
Unfortunately, the Dutch
could not do much from this
point forward. Hope was forced
to foul in order to conserve time,
yet the Knights did not miss
their free throw opportunities.
The game ended with Calvin
running away with a 77-73 vic
tory.
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Even though the Dutch were
heartbroken after this victory,
they found out some stellar
news on Monday afternoon. It
was announced that the team
would still receive an at-large
bid into the N C A A Division III
Tournament. The team was one
of twenty Division III teams to
receive an at-large bid. They are
scheduled to face Bethel Univer
sity (Minn.) on Friday at Whea
ton College (111.).
Despite the loss, there were
some impressive statistics com
piled by Hope. McAfee recorded
her fourteenth double-double of
the season with 14 points and 13
rebounds. In her career, she has
287 rebounds this season, which
places her second on Hope’s
all-time list. She is just behind
Amanda Kerkstra who had 290
during the 2002-2003 campaign.
Berry broke the school threepoint record after sinking a long
three in the second half. It was
the 219th of her career which
passed Jordyn Boles (20042008).
There are great expectations
for the Dutch, who are now 23-4
overall.
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THE DUTCH KEEP DRIVIN’— K a m a r a Sudberry (’15), pictured on the left, pushes the ball up the court at V a n Noord Arena. A u t u m n Ander s o n (’16), pictured
shooting In the center, attempts a layup past a Calvin defender. Tyra Smith (’17), pictured right, m a k e s a m o v e Into the paint. All three players w e r e giant c o n 
tributors In H o p e ’s loss In Grand Rapids.

M e n ’s tennis d r o p s to Aquinas, w o m e n s w e e p Saint M a r y ’s
NScoB© Metzler
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The Hope College men’s and
women's tennis teams finished
last weekend on opposite sides
of the scoring spectrum. The
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men fell 1-8 against Aquinas
College while the women swept
Saint Mary’s College 9-0.
The only match won on the
Flying Dutchmen’s side came
from the doubles team of Sam
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Kreps (’17) and Chris O ’Keefe with Cooper in doubles to beat
(’18). The two defeated Andy Fetters and Shannon Elliott 8-2.
Struble and Matt Jackson 9-7.
Paige Courts (’17) steadily
The remaining eight matches beat Faller 6-3, 6-0. Natalie Rahwere alllost in straight sets.
rig (’18) defeated Baily Oppman
The loss for the Dutchmen 6-4, 6-2.
puts their record at 1-2 this sea
Anna Garcia (’16) dominated
son. Their next match is home play against Elliott, only drop
against Davenport University on ping two games to finish 6-1,
Mar. 10 at 6 p.m.
6-1. Garcia and Marie Holaway
The women had a more vic (’16) closed out the night with
torious showing against Saint a win against Samantha SetterMary's. The wins started off the blad and Maddie Minnado 8-3.
bat with Nancy Benda (’17), tak
“The match went really well,"
ing down Andrea Fetters 6-3, Benda said, “Each of us brings
6-2. Carli Capestany (’15) de something different to the team
feated Jacki Kjolhede 6-3, 6-1. and everyday we use our unique
Benda and Capestany joined skills to bring us closer together
forces later in the day to record a and I’m pumped to see how we
doubles victory over Kayle Sex do this season.”
ton and Margaret Faller 8-1.
The Dutch are now 1-1 on the
Claire Cooper (’16) gave Sex season. The team will be looking
ton her second loss of the night to carry the winning momentum
with a singles victory of 6-2, 6-2. to DePauw for their next match
Kelly Daniels (’17) teamed up on Mar. 5 at 4:30 p.m.

2015 m e n ’s
h o m e matches:
3/10 - D a v e n p o r t
4/4 - Calvin
4/7 - A l m a
4/10 - Oberlin, Witten
berg
4/11 - W a b a s h
4/18 - Cedarville
4/21 - Albion

2015 w o m e n ’s
h o m e matches:
3/31 - Calvin
4/14 - Albion
4/17 - Olivet

